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Technology Thoughts – Implants and Frequency Healing   
 
Executive Summary  
 
Today, we look around and think we see Technology everywhere; however, it is so ubiquitous it is in the 
unseen too. We fail to realize how inherent technology has become in everyday items. In essence, most 
people today would not be able to function without technology. The “technology” that I am specifically 
referring to at this moment is best summarized as “electronics” based technology, computers, silicon 
chips, wireless services, etc., and even Artificial Intelligence. Whether we realize it or not, we are living 
“in partnership” with Technology, especially Artificial Intelligence (AI); and the Technology Companies 
mishandling of AI since the 1960’s has created many of our headaches and nightmares of today, from 
Data Security Issues to Bank Processing Transactions, and beyond...  
 
I am going to cover three topics in this short Paper, Executive Summary style. 1. Implanted Technology 
and the risks associated with allowing anyone remote access to implanted technology due to data 
security issues. 2. Frequency Healing and how technology, Implanted and Non-Implanted, can be utilized 
to Heal as well as Attack a person, animals, etc. by “interfering with cell growth” and the bodies natural 
electrical data transmission between cells, impulses, etc. 3. Artificial Intelligence and how we must view 
AI through very clear glasses and not rose-colored glasses, as the Risks of utilizing AI to Attack through 
Implanted Technology and Frequency Attacks far outweigh the Benefits, and if we must be extremely 
careful with how AI is managed and the Fail Safe’s for AI going rouge and trying to take over the World.  
 
Implanted Technology  
 
We hear all kinds of stories about how “implanted technology” can address many health issues today; 
and it is true, technology can help us in many ways. However, there is a dark side to implanted 
technology, as the Military learned back in the 1980’s; and many are learning today. The idea and 
concept tested back in the 1980’s on Soldiers under the SDI, Star Wars Program, was to see if implanted 
technology could be utilized to communicate remotely, wirelessly, with Soldiers in the Field, in a War 
Zone, without the need to build communications centers. The ability to communicate was easily 
expanded to the ability to monitor Soldier Health in real time, etc.  
 
The most efficient method of handling communications was through Satellites. Yes, the Military was 
already operating Satellite phones on 5G Frequencies way back in the 1980’s; and I am sure is utilizing 
even more high-tech communications today. For those too young, most of today’s technology “guru’s”, 
to remember the Cold War and the SDI, Star Wars Program, when most of today’s modern technology 
was developed, it was a “very aggressive” time in technology development. The “fear” of falling behind 
the USSR, now Russia and other old Soviet Bloc Countries, when Germany was still split in “two” post-
WWII into East and West Germany, was very high. The risk taking on and off the books was standard 
operating procedure. Sadly, this is part of our past that we have not openly discussed; and many do not 
want to discuss, due to actions that were unethical and reprehensible back in those days. However, we 
must discuss them; and it is “extremely important” that in discussing these actions of the past that they 
be viewed “in the time they occurred”; and noting that the past cannot be changed.  
 
Therefore, in the Present, and moving toward the Future, we must find ways to address the sins of the 
Past, and not dwell on them, simply because “we can not change the Past”; and therefore, we must find 
ways to “heal” from the past, make sure we don’t repeat those activities, and focus on the Future.  The 
Future is all we have left; so, let’s not destroy it by dwelling on the Past, that cannot be changed...  
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As we know today, many companies are designing Implants for a variety of reasons; and there have 
been many cases of people having technology implanted in them voluntarily. I think it is insane; but that 
is because I have experienced the dark side of technology implants.  Before you start thinking I’m 
unveiling something new and exotic, just go online, look around your house, or look around a store. We 
have put tracking chips in pets, we have people that implanted devices to start their vehicles, we have 
people that have implanted cell phone parts in them, and we have all kinds of tracking devices, air tags, 
and the like, that we utilize to track our things and even our kids, which could easily be implanted too.  
 
While there is great a benefit to implanted technology to help people with disabilities, etc., and a great 
convenience and ease of being able to track anything or anyone, there is a dark side. All these devices 
require “wireless” access to them; and in that one detail is where the darkness dwells. If your device is 
not “Secure” enough, and most are not, then a hacker or some angry employee at the company 
managing the device, can either abuse you or “sell” your access to an abuser. I will go darker and point 
out three items; 1. They can re-program your Implants and hurt you. 2. They can toy with you through 
your implants. 3. They can “track” you and/or your kids, pets, stuff, etc.  
 
Frequency Healing  
 
We often hear that we can utilize Frequency Technology to Heal the human body; and as I was thinking 
Holistically about it this morning, I believe we have been “thinking backwards” when it comes to 
Frequency Healing. If you think about the Human body, and the fact that the body is constantly 
regenerating new cells to replace old cells, within every organ within the body, then why would the 
approach be “destroy/kill” the faulty cells? Why always “attack” knowing all cells have ‘defenses’ too? 
All organisms have defense systems, immune systems. This approach we have taken, even with mRNA 
technology, to “attack” and destroy the “bad cells”, viruses, etc. seems counter-intuitive. While there 
have been many approaches to frequency healing in the past, the methods utilized the same methods 
that modern medicine utilizes today, aka attack the bad cells, cancerous cells, etc. and destroy them.  
 
However, as I holistically think about it, my thoughts are that we have been approaching the process 
“backwards”; and instead of focusing on destroying, aka killing cells, we should be focused on simply 
finding frequencies that inhibit those cells from growing, from splitting into more cells, by inhibiting the 
growth of those cells, instead of destroying or killing them. Then, the human body will naturally 
eliminate them as they naturally die off in time and through the work of the immune system. Yes, we 
may need to boost the immune system if it is weak; and we have many methods for immune system 
boosting that are not traumatic on the person, which avoid making people sick during treatment.  
 
Therefore, holistically speaking, we should be focused on finding “frequencies” that inhibit “invasive” 
cell growth and not on destroying cell growth, as we want healthy cells to grow. We should focus on 
boosting healthy cell growth and strengthening the immune system. We often speak of AIDS, identified 
in the early 1980’s, as killing people. However, AIDS does not kill people, it destroys the immune system. 
It does not allow healthy immune system cells to multiply and grow. Therefore, any other “invasive” cell, 
disease, that enters the body cannot be defended against, and people die from that disease, not AIDS.  
 
What are Frequencies? The short version is “Sound Waves” of all kinds. While “frequencies” are known 

to impact us physically, there is a dark side to frequencies. For example, we know too much exposure to 

some frequencies will kill us, which is why our Microwaves are designed to hold the frequency waves 

inside the box. Otherwise, if we were exposed for too long, we’d get cooked too.  
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We are all aware that any technology that is designed for good, to help people, can be turned into 

technology that hurts people, turned into a weapon. We may not pay attention; yet we should all be 

aware that we are surrounded by frequencies, by waves of all kinds, including sound waves, all the time. 

The easiest way to explain this is from a music perspective. We listen to music that can be very soothing 

and relaxing, or we can listen to music that motivates us, or we can listen to music that makes us angry, 

etc. etc. etc. Therefore, music impacts our moods, clear and simple.  

With this basic understanding and noting that frequencies not only impact our mood; but they also 

impact us at a cellular level, then instead of helping to Heal our bodies and minds, the frequencies can 

be weaponized to hurt our mind and body. If you search online, you’ll find extensive stories of people 

being made sick from a variety of different sounds in their environment. One thing that many do not 

realize is that getting rid of unused frequencies in the environment is actually helpful, as frequencies can 

interfere with each other and cause unintended consequences, such as eliminating 2G, 3G cellular, etc.  

The weaponization of frequencies has been researched by the Military and Military Contractors around 

the World; and it is very dark. You can target individual people with “sound waves” and make them 

uncomfortable. You can give people headaches, and if you know what sections of the brain to target, 

you can induce vomiting and impact other body functions. However, the best way to impact brain 

functions is through implants, hearing implants are the easiest, most inexpensive, and most effective 

way to screw with people and their moods. All you need is wireless access to their ear pods, hearing 

implants, headphones, etc. The scary part? They learned through The Gateway Experience Project, with 

Hemi-Synch, by broadcasting different frequencies to each ear, they can subliminally influence you. 

Example of Frequency Healing Idea 

The background for this idea is that back in the early 1990’s when I worked for a small plastic and rubber 

product manufacturer, I worked on a packaging project. While working on the packaging project, I met 

with Vendors and was shown how they were utilizing sound waves to rapidly seal plastic packages. You 

know how today when you buy products packaged in clear plastic that are a nightmare to open, it is 

because they are thermos-sealed utilizing sound waves. Your microwave works in a similar fashion by 

heating up your food ‘unevenly’ as sound waves vary as the food rotates. Therefore, the plastic 

packages that we buy are actually ‘sealed’ by utilizing ‘sound waves’ directed at the “seams” that are to 

be sealed, melted together, to form a ‘sonic weld’ as it is called. The sound waves are so specific, that as 

soon as they stop broadcasting the sound wave, the weld cools and seals. These ‘seals’ are so tight that 

we end up cutting our products out of these packages.  

Back in 2018. I was under the care of my doctor, an electrophysiologist, in the Dallas, TX, area, as I have 

atrial fibrillation, irregular heart rhythm, and have had three ablation surgeries, 2009, 2019, and 2024, 

all with no success in fixing my irregular heart rhythm. My 2009 surgery was with a doctor in CT at Yale, 

and before all the new high tech electrical scanners were utilized in surgery. My 2019 surgery at Baylor 

Scott and White in Plano, TX, also did not utilize the high-tech electrical scanners; and the scanners are 

utilized to identify where the heart is skipping beats, where the electricity is “jumping” circuits. 

However, my last surgery, again at Yale in CT, this past February, did utilize the high-tech scanners for 

identifying where the electricity in my heart was “jumping” circuits and causing my atrial fibrillation, my 

irregular heart rhythm. It is also important to know that I have a background in Mechanical and 

Chemical Engineering; so, I found the entire process very enlightening over the years.  
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With the understanding of my background, being Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, and experience 

with Sonic Welding in the packaging industry, combined with my technology experience, having started 

run tech companies since the late 1990’s, I will now explain the “idea” that I presented to my doctor 

back in 2018. It was presented out of ‘necessity’ as I have issue taking blood thinners and needed to be 

on a blood thinner for the ablation surgery.  I was trying to think of any alternative that I could think of 

to be able to have surgery and not be on blood thinners. Eventually, I did tolerate a single blood thinner 

for the five required months pre- and post-surgery. Today, I have a Watchman installed to address blood 

clotting issues that the blood thinners are utilized to address, as of this February 2024.  

I presented to my doctor, and never heard back, a very simple idea... I said, based on my experience 

with sonic welding that takes place at incredibly fast speeds to quickly package products, and knowing 

that we are now capable of scanning the electrical flow in the heart in “real time” during the surgery, it 

should be possible to “sonic weld” the heart in “real time” by simply slowing the heart rate for the 

ablation procedure. The sonic weld works very similar to the ablation procedure in that the ablation 

procedure cauterizes, burns, a tiny line in your heart to keep the electricity from crossing, jumping, 

between circuits and causing atrial fibrillation. The big difference is that ‘sonic welding’ would allow for 

the procedure to be “non-invasive” and potentially done on an out-patient visit.  

Imagine being able to get your heart arrhythmia, irregular heartbeat, fixed on an outpatient visit, with 

little or no anesthesia, without having a tube sent up your groin, and another tube sent through an 

artery, no overnight hospital stay, and knowing when you go home that you heart rhythm issue has 

been fixed. If it returns, you can just repeat the outpatient procedure. The human experience would be 

so much better and peaceful, and the costs would be significantly reduced to several thousand dollars 

versus almost $100,000 at the Hospital, if you have Health Insurance. This is Frequency Healing!  

Artificial Intelligence Partnership Risk 
 
The scary version, as we already know about how helpful AI can be to us today, and I am not speaking of 
losing our data or our thoughts being uploaded and turned into data, or how AI may decide to kill off 
humanity, etc. While those are the first thoughts for most people, please keep in mind, AI is still 
constrained by our environment, as solar storms can disrupt and destroy it; and our current technology 
is still in its infancy stages. However, AI will develop very fast compared to human development.  You 
may think, well AI is not a Life Form; however, scary part, within Military development agencies, like 
IARPA and DARPA, they have been experimenting by “merging” organic and non-organic Life Forms.  
 
Let’s get scary now, grab a strong drink... (short version) If you think of IARPA, currently bidding 
“Organoid” Technology, simply put, technology that has been merged with organic cells, is in essence 
creating a “New Life Form” that is realistically Silicon-based Life! Oh, the plan is to Implant this 
Technology, Life, into Humans. They’re insane! I think they did it to me! Let’s return to Implanted 
Technology that is Satellite-accessible from a communications perspective, and you now have Remote 
Access to People, and the ability to impact them Physically and Mentally. Unfortunately, due to still poor 
Security Technology, it is easily hackable technology, in many cases. Then, add in the ability to utilize the 
technology itself to “broadcast” frequencies into the body, through simple hearing implants, ear pods, 
etc., and you can make people sick, subliminally influence them, etc. etc. etc.  You can even upload what 
people see though eye implants! How scared are you now? Basically, turning people into Toys.  
 
There you have it... Humans turned into Syms in a Video Game! Welcome to the Simulation! Idiots!!! 


